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I. APPLICANT'S REQUEST 
 

The City of Lake Oswego is proposing legislative Community Development Code (CDC) text 
amendments to provide clear and objective housing approval standards. 
 
Ordinance 2651, which would enact these changes, is attached as Exhibit A-1. 

 
II. APPLICABLE REGULATIONS 
 
 A. City of Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan 
 

Land Use Planning Goal:  
   Development (Community Development Code) 
   Policy A-1.b 
   Policy A-1.g 
   Policy A-2 
   Policy A-3 
 
   Development Review 
   Policy B-10 
   Policy B-13 
    
   Design Standards and Guidelines 
   Policy C-1 
   Policy C-3 
   Policy C-5 
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   Land Use Administration 
   Policy D-1  
 
Community Culture Goal: 
   Civic Engagement 
   Policy 1 
   Policy 2 
   Policy 3 
   Policy 4 
   Policy 5  
   Policy 9 
 
Inspiring Places and Spaces Goal: 
   Goal 1: Policy 1 
   Goal 1: Policy 2 
   Goal 1: Policy 8 
 
Complete Neighborhoods and Housing Goal: 
   Policy A-4 
   Policy B-1 

 
 

 B. City of Lake Oswego Community Development Code 
  
 LOC 50.07.003.16.a Legislative Decisions Defined 
 LOC 50.07.003.16.b Criteria for a Legislative Decision 
 LOC 50.07.003.16.c  Required Notice to DLCD 
 LOC 50.07.003.16.d  Planning Commission Recommendation Required 
 LOC 50.07.003.16.e  City Council Review and Decision 
 

C. Statewide Planning Goal or Administrative Rule adopted pursuant to ORS Chapter 
197 

 
 Goal 1  Citizen Involvement 
 Goal 2  Land Use Planning 
 Goal 10  Housing 
 (OAR) 660-007-0015:  Clear and Objective Approval Standards Required 

 
III. BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION 

 
Introduction 
Amendments to the Community Development Code (CDC) are proposed to ensure the 
opportunity for all new housing to be developed based on clear and objective approval 
standards.  
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Clear and Objective Housing Standards are being proposed as part of Lake Oswego’s 
Periodic Review task, which requires the City to bring its Community Development Code 
(CDC) into compliance with State rules and statutes including Oregon Revised Statute 
197.307: Approval Standards for Certain Housing in Urban Growth Areas, and Oregon 
Administrative Rule (OAR) 660-007-0015: Clear and Objective Approval Standards 
Required. Adoption of these amendments is the final task in Lake Oswego’s Periodic 
Review work program. 
 
The intent of the State requirements listed above is to reduce unnecessary costs and delays 
in permitting needed housing. Needed housing is not just what housing will be needed in 
the future to accommodate population growth and housing demand; for purposes of 
complying with the state requirements, generally all regulations relating to the 
development of housing must provide a path for approval based on clear and objective 
standards. Needed housing includes single- and multi-family dwellings, attached and 
detached.  
 
The housing standards update is also consistent with the following 2014 City Council 
Policies and Goal: 

 
City Council Policies 
Neighborhood Livability: It is the policy of the Lake Oswego City Council to preserve the 
character of existing established residential neighborhoods. How this is done will be 
decided by the City Council in consultation with residents of the neighborhood and 
neighborhood association representatives, while keeping in mind the property rights of 
owners or buyers who are interested in improving their property. 
 
Property Rights:  The City Council affirms its responsibility to protect the rights of property 
owners while recognizing the need to comply with State and regional land use and 
environmental standards. These standards will be applied locally in a fair and equitable 
manner that respects citizens' use and enjoyment of their property while meeting the 
intent of State and regional standards and goals. 
 
City Council Goal 
Balance the goals of community aesthetics and environmental quality with the preservation 
of property rights and individual freedom 
 
2014  
• Complete the 2013 Action Plan goals for updating the comprehensive plan.  

 
Currently, the CDC includes a combination of clear and objective and discretionary 
standards that apply to attached, multi-family and mixed use housing projects.1 Many of 
the discretionary standards are vague and require staff interpretation. This adds costs and 

1 With the exception of the Old Town Design District, the standards that apply to single-family detached homes in the 
city’s residential zones have been written to be clear and objective. 
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delays to the permit process, and can result in unpredictable outcomes for applicants, 
property owners, and neighbors.  
 
Background 
The City received a grant from the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and 
Development to develop clear and objective housing standards as part of the City’s 
Periodic Review requirements. Grant funds were used to contract with a planning and 
urban design consultant, who developed code concepts, and then drafted and revised code 
amendments that translated discretionary language into clear and objective standards. 
 
During the first half of 2013, the code concepts and draft code amendments were reviewed 
by the Planning Commission, Development Review Commission and an advisory committee 
that included representatives from the Planning Commission, DRC, neighborhood 
associations, and architecture and development community.  Following this review, the 
consultant tested the standards against past projects of high-quality design to determine 
whether or not they would comply with the clear and objective standards.  
 
During the winter and spring of 2014, additional outreach was conducted to neighborhood 
and business associations, and a revised Public Discussion Draft was released at a May 15, 
2014 public meeting. Public comments were collected through June 10, and were 
presented to the Planning Commission for review and discussion during work sessions on 
June 23 and July 14, 2014. The Commission did not deliberate upon the proposed 
amendments at the work sessions, but provided direction to staff in the preparation of 
proposed Ordinance 2451. 
 
Discussion 
The State statute permits cities to offer a path for development based on discretionary 
standards, as long a path is also provided based on clear and objective standards. To 
comply with State requirements, a two-track process is proposed, where applicants can 
choose one of the following options when new housing units are proposed for 
development.  
  
1. “Track 1” - Follow the discretionary review track and comply with existing standards 

that are both discretionary and objective (existing code/no changes), or 

2. “Track 2” - Follow a new clear and objective review track and comply with all of the 
specific standards (new code sections). 
 

New and Revised Code Sections 
New code subsections containing clear and objective housing standards are proposed to be 
added to the end of the following sections of the CDC: 

o Building Design [LOC 50.06.001] – New section 7 added 
o Downtown Redevelopment Design District [LOC 50.05.004]  – New section 13 added 
o Old Town Neighborhood Design [50.05.006] – New section 9 added 
o West Lake Grove Design District [50.05.005] – New section 9 added 
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o Lake Grove Village Center (LGVC) Overlay District [LOC 50.05.007]. This is the most 
recently adopted design district code, and is almost entirely clear and objective. Due 
to the long length of this overly code and the small number of discretionary 
standards, amendments are proposed to make it clear and objective rather than 
adding an alternative version. Applicants would continue to have the ability to apply 
for design variances in the LGVC Overlay, subject to discretionary review and public 
hearing by the Development Review Commission. 
 

A summary of the proposed amendments is provided in the Summary of Amendments 
section starting on page 7 of this report. 
 
The proposed amendments are included in draft Ordinance 2651 (Attachments B and C of 
Exhibit A-1). Amendments to the Lake Grove Village Center Overlay are noted by 
strikethrough and underline. All other clear and objective standards are proposed as 
additional new code sections, and as such do not include any deletions to existing text. 
Code language that is carried over from the existing code sections is noted as plain text (no 
strikethrough or underlining), and new code language is marked with an underline.  

 
 

Two-Track Design Review Process 
The current development review procedure for new multifamily, attached, and mixed-use 
housing, and all housing in Old Town, is not proposed to change with these code 
amendments. Both Track 1 and Track 2 would follow the Minor Development review 
process, which involves a Development Review Commission hearing with public notices 
and an opportunity for appeal to City Council.  The review criteria would be based on the 
Track selected by the applicant. 

The Oregon Revised Statute requiring clear and objective housing approval standards 
includes the following provision for cities such as ours that also have a discretionary review 
procedure: 

ORS 197.3076 
(6)  In addition to an approval process for needed housing based on clear 

and objective standards, conditions and procedures as provided in 
subsection (4) of this section, a local government may adopt and 
apply an alternative approval process for applications and permits for 
residential development based on approval criteria regulating, in 
whole or in part, appearance or aesthetics that are not clear and 
objective if: 
(a) The applicant retains the option of proceeding under the 

approval process that meets the requirements of subsection 
(4) of this section; 

(b) The approval criteria for the alternative approval process 
comply with applicable statewide land use planning goals and 
rules; and 

(c) The approval criteria for the alternative approval process 
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authorize a density at or above the density level authorized in 
the zone under the approval process provided in subsection 
(4) of this section. 

 
The Code Concepts Report that was prepared early in this code amendment process 
recommended a two-track review procedure to continue providing design flexibility 
to applicants while complying with State law. This concept was supported by the 
project advisory committee and Planning Commission. The original concept, 
however, outlined a different structure for the two-track process than is proposed 
today.  
 
The initial concept involved revising existing code sections, where needed, to make 
the code clear and objective and to provide a unified set of standards. In this 
integrated approach, an application complying with all clear and objective 
standards would have been reviewed by staff through a ministerial process that 
does not include a public notice, comment period, public hearing, or an opportunity 
to appeal. Alternately, an application not meeting all of the objective housing 
design standards, or where the applicant sought design flexibility, would have 
shown that the proposal met or exceeded (i.e., improved upon) the intent of the 
design standards, and would have been reviewed as Minor Development (with 
public notice, comment period, public hearing, and opportunity to appeal). 
Discussions were had with the advisory committee and Planning Commission early 
in the process regarding whether the opportunity to follow clear and objective 
standards should apply to all types of development (residential, commercial, etc.), 
or to create this opportunity only for residential development to comply with the 
State housing rules. The latter approach was preferred (housing only) in order to 
retain the high degree of design oversight for as many projects as possible. 

The tradeoff with a “separated” approach raised by some members of the advisory 
committee and public, is that opportunities are lost to clarify the code for all 
development, and volume is added to the code.  

After receiving feedback from the public and Planning Commission two changes 
were made to the earlier proposal: 1) Clear and objective standards were separated 
out into new code sections in order to avoid confusion about which standards 
apply, depending on whether an application is following the discretionary review 
track (required for non-residential, optional for residential) or the alternative clear 
and objective review track, and 2) The existing Minor Development review process 
was retained for both the clear and objective and discretionary tracks.  

Under the current proposal, if an applicant chooses the alternative clear and 
objective review track, there will be greater predictability in the development 
review process because the standards involve less discretion, or interpretation.  
Increased clarity and objectivity in the code should make it easier for the 
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Development Review Commission to determine whether the development proposal 
complies with the applicable criteria.  

 
Summary of Design Standards 
The following summarizes the main components of the Clear and Objective Housing 
Standards amendments. A summary of proposed revisions from Review of Public 
Discussion Draft begins on page 12. 

 
1. Building Design [LOC 50.06.001] 

This code section currently applies citywide to attached housing of three or more 
units, multi-family housing (apartments and condos), residential mixed use 
development, all development in the Old Town Design District, and to commercial 
and industrial development. With the exception of Old Town, the design district 
code sections currently supersede these general building standards. In the clear and 
objective standards option for housing development, some of the citywide Building 
Design standards (new section LOC 50.05.001.7) would now apply to the Downtown 
Redevelopment Design District and to the West Lake Grove Design District. In Old 
Town, the Building Design standards would only apply to rowhouse/townhouse and 
multi-family structures (currently they also apply to detached single family). In the 
event of a conflict between the design district standards and citywide Building 
Design standards, the design district standard prevails. The Building Design 
standards that are proposed to apply to these design districts are the building 
articulation and building facade requirements; they provide clear and objective 
language as an alternative to discretionary standards such as “complex massing” 
and “richly textured and visually engaging facades” that are found in the Downtown 
and West Lake Grove code sections. To minimize the length of the new clear and 
objective standards code sections, the Building Design standards are cross-
referenced in the design district codes rather than repeating the standards.  

The purpose of the existing Building Design standards is to ensure well-designed 
buildings that are complementary to adjacent structures of good design. The new 
Clear and Objective Housing Standards outline a set of architectural elements and 
approaches that are often used to help to achieve good design. Three key sets of 
standards were added for this purpose:  

• Standards for Multi-Family and Residential Mixed Use Structures 

o Building Articulation: To create visual interest and help to break 
down perceived building mass, these standards require that building 
facades be articulated in and out, and offer a list of ways to achieve 
this, including recesses and balconies. For buildings with sloped 
roofs, the facade articulation must be matched by gables, peaks, 
dormers or offsets in the roofline. 
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o Building Facade Elements: Buildings with more than one story are 
required to visually define a base, middle and top of the building, 
each with specific elements designed to again break up building 
mass, provide a strong building base, and reflect a pedestrian scale. 
For mixed use buildings with ground floor commercial uses, elements 
are required to support a storefront environment with pedestrian 
amenities. 

• Standards for Townhouse/Rowhouse Structures: The articulation 
requirements for this type of attached housing call for articulation of each 
dwelling unit, to emphasize residential scale and character (as opposed to 
storefront character). 

Some discretionary standards were not carried forward into the clear and objective 
section because they were too abstract to translate into a clear and objective 
standard, were seen to be too prescriptive, or were repetitive. These standards 
would continue to apply under Track 2 Discretionary Review. 

 

2. Downtown Redevelopment Design District [LOC 50.05.004]   

The Downtown Redevelopment Design District code applies to the East End 
Redevelopment Zone, and along with the Lake Oswego Style architectural 
requirements, located in code Appendix A, provides detailed direction for building, 
site and landscape design in Lake Oswego’s downtown.  The Clear and Objective 
Housing Standards for the downtown (new section LOC 50.05.004.13) combine the 
design district standards [LOC 50.05.004] with the Lake Oswego Style architectural 
requirements [LOC 50.11. 001] into a single section of clear and objective standards 
for the downtown.  

The most significant difference in the downtown Clear and Objective Housing 
Standards is the addition of Required Design Elements for the three approved 
architectural styles – Arts and Crafts, English Tudor, and Oregon Rustic – to provide 
clear and objective standards for the more general architectural style descriptions 
found in the Appendix (note that the photo examples of each architectural style 
remain located in Appendix A, as they are provided for reference, not standards).  

Other amendments proposed as part of the Clear and Objective Standards for 
Downtown include cross-referencing the Building Design standards – Building 
Facade Elements (as described on the previous page) as a requirement for 
Storefront Appearance Required in the Downtown; updating and consolidating the 
standards for street corners and corners buildings; and other clarifications and edits 
to support the reorganization and consolidation of standards.  

The Downtown standards were the focus of many public comments and 
discussions, due both to the importance of this district in Lake Oswego and to the 
proposal for redevelopment of the Wizer Block, which was submitted during the 
review and refinement phase of the housing standards project. In order to 
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complete the housing standards amendments as part of the City’s Periodic Review 
requirements, the approach has been to focus the Clear and Objective Housing 
Standards on those amendments needed to translate discretionary code language 
into clear and objective standards. Some suggestions were made in the public 
comments to revise standards that are already clear and objective, such as changing 
the way that building height is measured and height for flat-roofed buildings, or to 
make substantive changes to intent language. Those suggestions should be 
considered in the broader context of all downtown development, as it is likely they 
would apply to commercial development as projects with a residential component, 
and necessitate a future community discussion. 

 

3. Lake Grove Village Center Overlay District [LOC 50.05.007]   

The Lake Grove Village Center Overlay (LGVCO) code was adopted in 2008, and was 
written with an aim to be clear and objective. Relative to the length of this code 
section, there are few discretionary standards that must be updated in order for the 
code to be clear and objective. Most of the discretionary language is proposed for 
deletion because it is either repetitive to another code standards, or too abstract to 
effectively translate into a clear and objective standard. Three key changes are: 

• Translating the idea of an eclectic mix of architectural styles and avoidance 
of design monotony into a requirement that dominant architectural styles 
(based on permitted architectural styles in the district) are not repeated 
within 500 feet of one another. This distance is proposed based on the 
average block length within the overlay.  

• Replacing discretionary requirements for windows with minimum 
fenestration and vertical orientation standards for upper stories. 

• Adding a specific decibel level to the existing standard that calls for buildings 
and associated noise-generating equipment to be constructed to reduce 
noise impacts. The proposed maximum decibel level at the property line is 
60 dBA, which is described as the sound level of conversation in a 
restaurant, office, background music, or air conditioning unit at 100 ft.  

 

4. Old Town Neighborhood Design [50.05.006] 

Similar to the Downtown Redevelopment Design District, standards for the Old 
Town neighborhood are currently located in Old Town Neighborhood Design 
[50.05.006] and Old Town Styles Description [Appendix C, 50.11.003], and are 
combined into one section for Clear and Objective Housing Standards (new section 
LOC 50.05.006.9).  

Development in the Old Town district must meet one of three architectural styles – 
Early 1900 Vernacular, Cape Cod, or Arts and Crafts. Required Design Elements 
again provide clear and objective standards in place of the more general 
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architectural style descriptions found in the Appendix. The Required Design 
Elements prescribe massing and composition, roof form and pitch, building 
materials, and windows appropriate to the architectural style, and replace some of 
the district-wide standards from the Old Town Neighborhood Design code to avoid 
repetition of standards. 

The existing Old Town Neighborhood Design code also contains Additional 
Requirements for Multiple-Family Dwellings, most of which are discretionary. In the 
clear and objective standards for this section, these discretionary standards are 
replaced by cross-referencing the building articulation and building facade 
requirements for townhouse/rowhouse, and multi-family and residential mixed use 
contained in the citywide Building Design standards.  

Under the original proposal for clear and objective housing standards to be 
integrated into the code, the Old Town neighborhood review committee also 
helped to update the code for the purpose of clarifying and simplifying, and new, 
higher quality photos were assembled for the Appendix. Staff recommends that 
photos be replaced with the final Ordinance 2651, and that amendments drafted 
for the purpose of clarification and simplification be added to a future Annual Code 
Maintenance in order to update the existing code that will continue applying to the 
discretionary review track.  

 

5. West Lake Grove Design District [50.05.005] 

 Much like the Downtown and Old Town design districts, West Lake Grove prescribes 
specific architectural styles – calling for buildings to “reflect the residential English 
Country or Cottage style, and borrow from the Arts and Crafts tradition, English 
Tudor style and the American Rustic Style” – and relies upon several discretionary 
design standards. This general requirement is proposed to be replaced with the 
Lake Oswego Styles design elements, as included for Downtown. Several 
discretionary design elements in the existing code are very similar to the 
articulation and facade elements required in the clear and objective Building Design 
standards, and are replaced by a cross-reference to these standards here.  

 
6. Review and Approval Procedures [LOC Article 50.07]:  

The review of residential developments based on Clear and Objective Housing 
Standards for Approval is proposed to be classified as Minor Development. The 
Minor Development procedures include a pre-application conference, public notice, 
opportunity for comment, and opportunity for appeal. The Development Review 
Commission is designated as the decision-maker. Ordinance 2651 includes proposed 
amendments to LOC 50. 007.003.14, Review Procedures, Minor Development 
Decisions, to add development review based on Clear and Objective Housing 
Standards for Approval to the description of Minor Development Classification. 
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7.  Definitions [LOC 50.10.003]  

New definitions are proposed for the following: 
 

“dBA”: Maximum noise levels were set using decibel levels to translate discretionary 
language into clear and objective standards. The levels are measured as dBA, and 
the following definition is proposed: 

dBA: The weighted sound pressure level measured by the use of a sound level 
meter using an A-weighted network and reported as decibels. Measurement 
used to describe the relative loudness of sounds in the air as perceived by the 
human ear.  

 
“Human Scale”:  The Purpose statement for the Downtown Redevelopment Design 
District Building Siting and Massing standards states that the requirements are 
intended “to help create a village character by ensuring that structures are designed 
to a human scale…” The Planning Commission suggested that “human scale” be 
included as a definition in this section. Staff recommends that definitions be located 
in the Definitions section of the CDC [LOC 50.10], and is proposed for addition here 
to make the definition easy to find if the term is used elsewhere in the code. 
Following is the proposed definition: 

Human Scale: Term used to describe the proportional relationship of the 
physical environment to human dimensions. Human scale development uses 
a variety of architectural and site design elements that reference human 
dimensions, including: building articulation that breaks up large masses and 
divides structures into smaller parts; the size, shape and orientation of 
windows; the ratio of street width or pathway width to building height; roof 
forms, balconies, eaves, canopies, or other elements that establish the 
perceived building height from the pedestrian’s view; the placement of street 
furniture and lighting; the presence of trees and other plantings; setbacks 
and open spaces; and other features.  

 
“Residential Mixed Use”: The proposed definition below was developed during the 
Commercial Code Streamlining and Updates work, and was reviewed by the project 
advisory committee, Planning Commission and Development Review Commission at 
that time.  

Residential Mixed Use: Development containing both residential and non-
residential uses on a single parcel, or parcels developed as a unified site. 
Typically, residential mixed use projects include a mix of residential and 
commercial uses. In residential mixed use development, the residential use 
may be provided in a separate building on the same site as a non-residential 
use or in the same building as a non-residential use, often with commercial 
uses on the ground floor and residential uses located on upper floors. 
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Summary of Proposed Revisions from Review of Public Discussion Draft 

Based on the Commission’s feedback at the July 14 work session, public comments, and 
follow-up consultations with commenters, local architects, and DLCD staff, the following 
revisions were made to draft Ordinance 2651 as follows: 
 
Global and Organizational Changes 

• Several instances of “where possible,” “where practicable,” and “when necessary” 
were identified in the draft code. These are not clear and objective, and had been 
overlooked in the previous draft. This language was eliminated from the clear and 
objective code sections, either leaving the standard as a firm requirement, 
eliminating the standard, or updating the requirement.  Where a development site 
cannot comply with the requirement due to reasons that are not “practicable” or 
“possible,” the applicant would need to proceed with Track 1. 

• Re-organized the Standards for Multi-Family and Residential Mixed Use Structures 
and Standards for Townhouse/Rowhouse structures to break the sections down 
into a more readable list format. Clarified and simplified language in these sections 
to make it easier to understand. 

 
Building Design 

• 7.a. Purpose: Removed language stating that the standards are “intended to ensure 
that structures are….built to be complementary to adjacent structures of good 
design.” This language was removed because there are no standards in the clear 
and objective section that require designs to identify adjacent structures of good 
design and be complementary. The clear and objective standards replace this 
discretionary language with new standards intended to promote good design.  

• 7.c.i.(1) Standards for Multi-Family and Mixed Use Buildings, Building Articulation:  
o Added a minimum width of 4 ft. to the building recess option. Clarified that 

the building articulation is intended for wall planes on all stories, not just the 
ground floor. 

o Clarified on which facades the articulation requirements apply, and that 
they do not apply where the structure is built at the property line to create a 
building wall with abutting structures.  

o Expanded the roofline articulation requirement to apply to flat roofs as well 
as pitched roofs. While pitched roofs may be articulated with gables, 
dormers or offsets in ridgeline, flat roofs can also be articulated with a 
stepped parapet, cornice or other roofline detailing to define the top of the 
building and hide mechanical equipment. 

• 7.c.i.(2) Standards for Multi-Family and Mixed Use Buildings, Building Facade 
Elements:  

o Revised the canopy requirements under Building Facade Elements to 
remove requirement for “structurally integrated” awnings or canopies, as 
the CDC definition of “canopy” includes structural integration. Updated the 
canopy projection requirement to add “half the width of the 
sidewalk/pathway” as an alternative to a minimum four-foot projection. This 
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standard was borrowed from the LGVC overlay and is intended to provide 
space along sidewalks for street trees.  

o In the Middle Building Facade elements, changed the minimum percentage 
of upper story windows with vertical orientation from 75% to 60%, which is 
more typical of residential units. Added material color as an option to 
differentiate the middle section of the building. The intent is that brick could 
be used on both the base and middle, but you’d need to change the 
coursing detail, and brick type/color to differentiate the middle section from 
the base. 

o In the Top elements, added the option of providing definition for the top by 
a cornice or parapet that has a change in material or color, in addition to a 
minimum cornice projection. This provides flexibility if needed to avoid 
interfering with other buildings at the property line. 

 
Downtown Redevelopment Design District 

• 13.a Purpose: Revised the Purpose statements to add “village” as a descriptor for 
the district. 

• 13.d Definitions of Village Character: Added definition of “human scale” to the 
Definitions section of the CDC to describe the term used in the Purpose statement. 

• 13.e.i Complex Massing Required: Clarified the standard and added a minimum 
width to the “significant breaks.” 

• 13.e.iv.(1) Fourth Story: Standards were revised to clarify and simplify the standard, 
make it more clear and objective as suggested by the Planning Commission and 
based on public comment.  

o Removed the requirement that the fourth floor be residential. 
o Made dormers, towers or clerestories required elements (in addition to 

meeting one of the other three options). 
o A minimum eight-foot dimension was added to define what “significantly” 

stepped back means. This dimension is based on the step back required 
above the second story in the LGVC overlay.  

• 13.e.vii.(1) Street Corners: Revised the Street Corners standard to add special 
paving as an additional encouraged design treatment, rather than a primary way to 
emphasize the corner.  

• 13.e.vii.(2) Street Corners: Revised to list specific design elements that should be 
repeated among building corners to help create complementary corners. 

• 13.f.i Lake Oswego Style Required: For all architectural styles, the following 
revisions were made:  

o Roof Style and Roof Pitch combined into single standard. 
o Additional Design Elements were changed from encouraged to required, 

to provide at least one of the listed design elements. 
o True divided light windows were deleted as a requirement, because they 

do not meet the energy code. Simulated divided lights with integral 
mullions are similar in appearance and therefore proposed as the 
standard. 
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o For Oregon Rustic Additional Design Elements, semi-transparent paint or 
stain was added to natural or clear wood finishes. 

• 13.f.iii.(2) Materials, Upper Stories: Changed draft requirement of 75% wood and 
glass to 60% to support mix of windows, wood and stucco.  

• 13.f.iv. Ground Floor Design: Revised the Enclosure or Screening of Mechanical 
Equipment standard to more broadly state that all mechanical equipment shall be 
screened from view, rather than focusing on mechanical equipment located on the 
roof. 

• 13.f.ix. Mixed Use Residential: Clarified the standard so it doesn’t read as if more 
than two stories are required for this type of structure. 

• View Protection: DLCD identified the View Protection standards as discretionary. 
These standards state they “are not intended as a guarantee that a view will be 
preserved or created, only to require special and significant efforts to maintain and 
provide views.” They call for Mt. Hood views to be preserved through street tree 
selection and placement; new structures to be designed and located to preserve 
and enhance views of Lakewood Bay from the south end of Block 138 and 
Lakewood Bay Bluff (applies to Lake View Village and Millennium Plaza Park, now 
developed), to orient uses to available views, especially of the Bay, where feasible, 
and to design public gathering places to maximize views toward the Bay (applied to 
Sundeleaf Plaza and Millennium Plaza Park). For the purpose of the clear and 
objective housing standards, the View Protection standards were not included. The 
standards were not translated into clear and objective language because they call 
for special and significant efforts rather than serving as a strict requirement, were 
related to future development of Block 138 (Lake View Village) and Millennium 
Plaza Park, or their applicability would be limited to a few parcels with future 
redevelopment potential along Lakewood Bay. At the July 14 work session, the 
Commission discussed the importance of views, and felt this topic warranted 
further community discussion. It has been noted as a topic for future review of the 
Downtown Redevelopment Design District Standards. 

• 13.g. Landscaping and Site Design Requirements: Revised the Green Landscaping 
section in several places to remove “when possible” statements and update the 
standards consistent with current landscaping practices and equipment. 

• 13.i. Parking Lot Design: 
o The requirement for off-site, signal or signage improvements if needed 

to direct traffic away from residential zones was identified as 
discretionary and removed. Requirement for parking configuration and 
circulation to direct traffic away from residential zones is carried 
forward. 

o The requirement for driveways and parking areas to be located to avoid 
breaking the storefront pattern was identified as discretionary, and was 
removed. The location of parking areas and driveways is very site 
specific, and flexibility is needed to respond to the site location. 
Standards for Circulation and Connectivity – Access, and Site Planning 
Access and Site Design standards will still apply.  
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o The requirement for parking lot and structure siting and design to 
mitigate adverse lighting and noise impacts was replaced with a specific 
standard to shield and direct lights downward and limit noise levels to 
60 dBA abutting residential uses. 

• 13.j. Parking Structures: Standard ii., containing requirements for parking structures 
to reflect the design of adjacent abutting buildings was removed because the intent 
is covered by section vi. 

 
Lake Grove Village Center Overlay District 

• 4.b.iii.(2), Standards for Buildings Greater Than Three Stories, Requirements 
Adjacent to Low Density Residential Zones: Retained Preserve Existing Trees and 
Features standard with revised language that is more clear and objective. 

• 5.c.i Design Features, General Features: These discretionary general requirements 
for buildings to feature complex massing, balanced composition of architectural 
forms and elements, and richly textured and visually engaging facades are 
implemented through specific standards elsewhere in the code. The language in 
this section was changed to a Purpose statement, where the discretionary 
language can remain as guidance to decision makers in interpreting the code. For 
example, purpose statements are applicable review criteria where an applicant 
requests a design variance.   

• 5.c.i Design Features, Plants and Architecture: Retained standard regarding 
landscaping to define building proportion, with revised language that is more clear 
and objective. 

• 5.d.iv. Pedestrian Features, Windows: These discretionary standards had been 
deleted in the Public Discussion Draft with an option proposed to add a percent 
fenestration requirement for upper stories. A 30% minimum fenestration 
requirement was added to the revised draft. The existing prohibition on tinted 
glass, which had inadvertently been struck in the Discussion Draft, is retained. 

• 5.f. Screening and Sound Buffering: A maximum decibel (dBA) level was added to 
provide a clear and objective standard for reducing noise levels, as described 
earlier in the report under the Summary of Design Standards.  

• 5.g.iii. Materials, Colors: The existing code standard contains some discretionary 
language, and three options were outlined in the Discussion Draft to make the 
standard clear and objective: 1) Exempt housing proposals from this requirement, 
2) Develop a specific color palette for the LGVCO, and 3) Eliminate the color 
requirement. The feedback received on these options was mixed, and led to further 
discussions with DLCD. The result is a proposed minor revision to the existing code, 
which clarifies how the bright accent colors should be limited (to the trim). 

• 5.h.ii Special Design Standards within the Village Transition Area, Building Planes: 
The standard calls for building planes to broken down horizontally and vertically 
through one of three design elements. “Windows selected and composed to 
reference a human scale” is discretionary, and is replaced in the revised draft by a 
standard calling for 60% of windows at upper stories to be vertically oriented. This 
vertical orientation applies to individual windows, and not to grouped window 
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arrays. The same standard is included in the Clear and Objective Standards for 
Building Design [50.06.001.7]. 

 
West Lake Grove Design District 

• This section also contains the Lake Oswego Styles architectural requirements. 
Changes were made consistent with the style changes made for the Downtown 
Redevelopment Design District, as described above. 

 
 

IV.  NOTICE OF APPLICATION 
 
A.  Newspaper Notice 

   
On July 31, 2014, public notice of the proposed CDC text amendments and Planning 
Commission public hearing was published in the Lake Oswego Review. 
 

B. ORS 227.186 (Measure 56) Notice 
 

The City followed the procedures required by ORS 227.186 (Ballot Measure 56) for 
notification of the owners of property potentially affected by the changes. The 
notice was combined with notices for LU 14-0014 and LU 14-0018 and was mailed 
citywide on July 7, 2014. 
 

C. DLCD Notice 
 

Pursuant to LOC 50.07.003.16.c and ORS 197.610, staff provided notice of the 
proposed CDC text amendments to the Oregon Department of Land Conservation 
and Development (DLCD). 
 

D. Metro Notice 
 
 Pursuant to Metro Code 3.07.810 and .820, staff provided notice of the proposed 

CDC text amendments to Metro not less than 45 days prior to the hearing date. 
 

V. COMPLIANCE WITH APPROVAL CRITERIA 
 

Legislative amendments to the CDC shall comply with the following criteria: 
 

A. Any Applicable State Law 
 
Oregon Revised Statute 197.307: Approval Standards for Certain Housing in Urban 
Growth Areas 
 
The purpose of these amendments is to bring the Lake Oswego Community 
Development Code into compliance with this statue. The applicability of the statute 
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includes new housing on buildable land needed to meet the community’s 20-year 
housing needs, which in Lake Oswego includes mixed use housing in the city’s 
mixed use and commercial zones. Needed housing types include any attached and 
detached single-family housing; multiple-family housing; manufactured homes; and 
government-assisted housing.  
 
The amendments propose revised standards for the Lake Grove Village Center 
Overlay, and a new set of standards that will provide a clear and objective review 
path for attached (three or more units), multi-family and residential mixed use 
housing, and all housing in the Old Town neighborhood, as an alternative to the 
existing code standards that provide a mix of clear and objective standards. Staff 
finds this proposal to be consistent with ORS 197.307.6, permitting that “a local 
government may adopt and apply an alternative approval process for applications 
and permits for residential development based on approval criteria regulating, in 
whole or in part, appearance or aesthetics that are not clear and objective if: (a), (b) 
and (c)” and finds that the proposed amendments comply with the outlined 
conditions.  
 
Conclusion: The proposed amendments are consistent with State statute. 
 

 
B. Applicable Provisions of the City of Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan; and 

 
Staff finds that the following Comprehensive Plan Policies are applicable to this 
proposal: 
 

Land Use Planning 

Compliance with Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Development (Community 
Development Code) Goal, Policies A-1.b, A-1.g. 

 
Policies A.1.b and A-1.g: Maintain land use regulations and standards to: *** (b) 
promote compatibility between development and existing and desired 
neighborhood character, and *** (g) promote architectural and site design quality.   

 
Findings: The purpose of the proposed amendments, particularly the Building 
Design standards, is to provide a clear and objective approval path, while continuing 
to require that new residential structures are of high architectural quality.  
 
Conclusion: The proposed amendments are consistent with these policies. 
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Land Use Planning 

Compliance with Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Development (Community 
Development Code) Goal, Policy A-2. 

 
Policies A.2.a and A-2.c: Ensure that land use regulations have sufficient flexibility 
to: *** (a) Allow developers and the City to propose measures to adapt 
development to unique and difficult site conditions; (b) Preserve open space and 
natural resources; and (c) Avoid negative impacts on surrounding properties. 
 
Findings: The proposed amendments create a two-track review option for attached, 
multi-family and mixed use housing, and all housing in the Old Town neighborhood, 
where the existing discretionary review track is retained in order to provide 
developers with flexibility that may be needed to respond to site conditions, avoid 
negative impacts, and retain creativity in design. 
 
Conclusion: The proposed amendments are consistent with these policies. 

 
 

Land Use Planning 

Compliance with Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Development (Community 
Development Code) Goal, Policy A-3. 

 
Policy A-3. Ensure high-quality building and site design through the application of 
clear and objective design standards for residential development, and design review; 
utilize the development review process for commercial, industrial, and institutional 
development to ensure high-quality building and site design and overall appearance. 
 
Findings: The proposed amendments implement this policy by offering an 
alternative clear and objective approval path for attached, multi-family and 
residential mixed-use development, and all housing in the Old Town neighborhood, 
while retaining the requirement for non-residential development applications to go 
through a design review process. 
 

  Conclusion: The proposed amendments are consistent with these policies. 
 
 

Land Use Planning 

Compliance with Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Development Review Goal, Policy B-
10. 

 
Policy B-10: Maintain land use regulations and development standards that require 
new residential subdivisions and developments of four or more units to address all 
of the following design criteria:  
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a. Preservation of required open space and natural resources;  
b. Provision of a street system which provides efficient connection to 

higher order streets and major activity centers;  
c. Development of transit opportunities appropriate to the scale and 

character of the development;  
d. Development of a safe and convenient pedestrian and bicycle circula-

tion system;  
e. Management of surface water and storm drainage consistent with 

the City’s Surface Water Management Plan;  
f. Assurance of privacy and quiet for future residents and abutting 

properties;  
g. Balance energy conservation measures such as energy efficient 

design and solar access with the preservation of trees and the 
planting of new trees to provide summer cooling;  

h. Buffering and screening from adjacent uses and streets;  
i. Building placement and locational relationships;  
j. Provision of adequate emergency vehicle access;  
k. Minimize and/or mitigate adverse traffic impacts generated by new 

development on adjacent neighborhoods. 
 
Findings: The proposed amendments either maintain existing code standards to 
address the above design criteria, or translate discretionary language into new clear 
and objective standards. New standards for windows were written to ensure that 
simulated divided lights would be permitted to meet energy code standards, and 
permitted dBA levels are proposed to provide clear and objective standards as an 
alternative to standards calling for development to minimize noise impacts on 
adjacent residential properties.  

 
Land Use Planning 

Compliance with Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Development Review Goal, Policy B-
13. 

 
Policy B-13. Require developers, prior to application for permits, to discuss 
development proposals with neighborhood groups, residents and City staff. 
 
Findings: The new Clear and Objective Review track for housing is proposed to 
follow a Minor Development process, which requires a pre-application conference 
with staff, to which trained representatives of recognized neighborhood 
associations are invited.  

 
Conclusion: The proposed amendments are consistent with this policy. 
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Land Use Planning 

Compliance with Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Design Standards and Guidelines, 
Policies C-1, C-3. 

 
Policy C-1. Enact and maintain regulations and standards which require:  

a. New development to enhance the existing built environment in terms of size, 
scale, bulk, color, materials and architectural design;  

b. Landscaping;  
c. Buffering and screening between differing land uses;  
d. Measures to foster a safe and interesting transit and pedestrian envi-

ronment; and  
e. Minimize and/or mitigate adverse traffic impacts generated by new develop-

ment on adjacent neighborhoods. 
 

Policy C-3. Ensure through development and design standards that both public and 
private developments enhance the aesthetic quality of the community. 

 
Findings: New clear and objective standards include requirements for building 
materials, design, pedestrian features, landscaping, and to reduce perceived 
building scale.  

 
Conclusion: The proposed amendments are consistent with these policies. 
 

Land Use Planning 

Compliance with Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Design Standards and Guidelines, 
Policies C-5. 

 
Policy C-5. Adopt and maintain clear and objective standards for needed housing, 
pursuant to state law. 

 
Findings: These amendments are being proposed to implement this policy, 
translating discretionary standards into clear and objective standards to provide the 
opportunity for all needed housing in Lake Oswego to be reviewed under clear and 
objective approval standards. 

 
Conclusion: The proposed amendments are consistent with this policy. 
 

 
Land Use Planning 

Compliance with Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Administration, Policy D-1. 
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Policy D-1. Coordinate the development and amendment of City plans and actions 
related to land use with other affected agencies, including county, state, Metro, 
federal agencies and special districts. 

 
Findings: This proposal includes public notice of the proposed text amendment in 
compliance with adopted land use regulations. Staff has also provided notice of the 
proposal to Metro and the DLCD. 

 
Conclusion: The proposal is consistent with this policy. 
 

Community Culture 

Compliance with Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Civic Engagement Goal, Policies 1-5, 9 
 
Policy 1: Provide citizen involvement opportunities appropriate to the scale of a 
given planning effort, and ensure those affected by a Plan have opportunities to 
participate in the planning process. 
 
Policy 2: Ensure that information related to land use planning and decision-making 
is readily accessible to the public and easy to understand. 
 
Policy 3: Utilize City boards and Commissions, neighborhood associations, and other 
community groups to ensure a diverse and geographically broad range of citizen 
input in land use issues. 
 
Policy 4: Provide opportunities for citizens to engage in land use planning and 
decision-making, including opportunities for individual citizens who may otherwise 
not participate. 
 
Policy 5: Ensure direct and ongoing two-way communications between the City and 
Lake Oswego citizens regarding land use issues. 
 
Policy 9: Utilize broadly representative, special citizen advisory bodies to provide 
input on implementation of the Comprehensive Plan and other related land use 
planning matters. 
 
Findings: Development of Clear and Objective Housing Standards began during 
winter 2013, beginning with a Code Concepts Report and proceeding to draft 
standards, testing the draft against projects in each of the design districts, and 
making three rounds of revisions. During the first year of the project, staff met with 
the project advisory committee that consisted of a representative from the 
Planning Commission, Development Review Commission, Old Town Neighborhood 
Association, Evergreen Neighborhood Association, Chamber of Commerce, and 
three members of the design and development committee.  The committee met to 
review and provide feedback on the Code Concepts Report and code amendments. 
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The concepts and draft were also presented to the Planning Commission and 
Development Review Commission in joint meetings during the winter and spring of 
2013. In addition, staff worked with a subcommittee of the Old Town Neighborhood 
Associations, and attended meetings of the Lake Grove Neighborhood Association, 
Lake Grove Business Association and Evergreen Neighborhood Association to 
discuss the code concepts and draft code.  
 
In the spring of 2014, additional outreach was conducted on both the Housing 
Standards and updates to Variance and Nonconformities code sections. Staff 
attended a Lake Grove Business Association meeting, neighborhood association 
chairs meeting, LONAC, and a meeting that was held specifically for neighborhood 
associations. Staff also met with representatives from Lake Grove neighborhoods to 
review the draft standards, and three members of the advisory committee met to 
discuss public input and key changes since last spring. The Discussion Draft was 
released on May 15 at a public meeting advertised through the Lake Oswego 
Review, Hello LO, City website and listservs. Additional announcements and 
reminders about the opportunity to comment were provided through the City’s 
listservs. Comments were received from seven individuals and neighborhood 
associations, and three members of the advisory committee also met and provided 
input. 
 
The Planning Commission held 4 work sessions in 2014 to provide staff with 
feedback on this project. A work session was held on February 24, 2014 to discuss 
the two-track review process and residential mixed use options. A second work 
session was held on April 28 to discuss the structure/organization of the 
amendments, and the public involvement process. A third work session was held on 
June 23 and continued to July 14, 2014 to review the Public Discussion Draft and 
comments received, and provide staff with direction to prepare the amendments 
for the public hearing. 

 
Conclusion: The proposal is consistent with these policies. 
 

Inspiring Spaces and Places 

Compliance with Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Goal 1, Policies 1 , 2 and 8 
 
Goal 1, Policy 1: Adopt implementation measures and guidelines that ensure:  

a. New development in residential areas complements the existing built 
environment in terms of size, scale, bulk, height, and setbacks.  

b. New development in mixed-use, commercial and employment areas:  
i. Promotes a safe and attractive pedestrian environment;  

ii. Reflects high-quality aesthetics, considering size, scale and bulk, 
color, materials, architectural style and detailing, and landscaping; 
and  

iii. Includes buffering. 
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Goal 1, Policy 2: Adopt and maintain design standards and provide incentives that 
encourage exceptional or high quality design. 
 
Goal 1, Policy 8: Protect Lake Oswego’s village aesthetic by adopting and 
maintaining implementation measures and guidelines that…encourage urban form 
that results in pedestrian-friendly retail districts in existing commercial areas, 
including buildings oriented to the street and active ground-floor uses. 
 
Findings: The proposed amendments do not make changes to the permitted 
dimensional standards, which are already clear and objective and building height, 
floor area, and setbacks. New clear and objective standards include requirements 
for building materials, architectural details consistent with permitted architectural 
styles, requirements for landscaping and buffering, and standards intended to 
support pedestrian friendly storefront designs. 

 
Conclusion: The proposal is consistent with this policy. 

 
Complete Neighborhoods and Housing 

Compliance with Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Housing Location and Quality Policy A-
4. 

 
Policy A-4: Maintain land use regulations and standards that provide for mitigation* 
of adverse impacts such as noise, traffic, privacy and visual aesthetics, on differing, 
adjacent land uses through site and building design. 
 
Findings: Standards in the Lake Grove Village Center Overlay and West Lake Grove 
Design District require noise impacts to be mitigated, and standards in all zones 
require screening for mechanical equipment to limit adverse visual aesthetics.  

 
Conclusion: The proposal is consistent with this policy. 
 

Complete Neighborhoods and Housing 

Compliance with Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Housing Choice and Affordability 
Policy B-1. 

 
Policy B-1: Provide and maintain zoning and development regulations that allow the 
opportunity to develop an adequate supply and variety of housing types, and that 
accommodate the needs of existing and future Lake Oswego residents. 
 
Findings: The clear and objective standards are proposed to comply with ORS 
197.303, Oregon’s needed housing statute, adopted to ensure there is not undue 
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cost or delay in providing the supply and type of housing needed to accommodate 
existing and future residents. 

 
Conclusion: The proposal is consistent with this policy. 
 

C.  Lake Oswego Community Development Code Procedural Requirements  

LOC 50.07.003.3.c.   Published Notice for Legislative Hearing 
LOC 50.07.003.16a   Legislative Decisions Defined 
LOC 50.07.003.16b   Criteria for Legislative Decision 
LOC 50.07.003.16c   Required Notice to DLCD 
LOC 50.07.003.16.d.iii  Planning Commission Recommendation Required 
LOC 50.07.003.16.e   City Council Review and Decision 

Findings: 
The Community Development Code 50.07.003.16.a defines “legislative decisions” to 
include amendments to Comprehensive Plan policies. Public hearings by the 
Planning Commission for recommendations to the City Council for “legislative 
decisions” are required to have at least ten days prior published notice, per LOC 
50.07.003.16.d.iii and 50.07.003.3.c. Notice is defined as being published in a 
newspaper of general circulation in the City of Lake Oswego at least ten days in 
advance of the hearing, and mailed at least ten days in advance to the Commission 
for Citizen Involvement and to all recognized neighborhood associations. The notice 
shall include:  

i. The time, date, and place of the public hearing;  
ii. A brief description of the proposed legislative amendment; and  

iii. A phone number for obtaining additional information.  

Notice of the public hearing was posted at City Hall, the Adult Community Center, 
the Library, and the West End Building on August 1, 2014. The hearing notice was 
published in the Lake Oswego Review newspaper on July 31, 2014. Legislative 
notice was mailed per LOC requirements on July 24, 2014.  

The criteria for a legislative decision are addressed in Sections A and B, above. The 
City notified DLCD and Metro of the proposed action 45 days before the initial 
evidentiary hearings.  

Conclusion: 
Staff concludes that the Community Development Code (CDC) procedural 
requirements for the proposed legislative decision, including public notice 
requirements for the public hearing, are met per the applicable CDC criteria.  
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D. Applicable Statewide Planning Goal or Administrative Rule Adopted Pursuant to 
ORS Chapter 197 

 
Statewide Planning Goal 1, Citizen Involvement 

 
This Goal requires jurisdictions to develop a citizen involvement program that 
insures the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning 
process. The City’s Comprehensive Plan and Community Development Code contain 
all necessary requirements for a citizen involvement program which clearly defines 
the procedures by which the general public will be notified in the on-going land use 
planning process and enables citizens to comprehend the issues and become 
involved in decision making.   
 
All required notification measures and opportunities for input as specified in these 
documents were provided during this process. The City has also followed the 
procedures required by ORS 227.186 (Ballot Measure 56) for notification of the 
owners of property proposed to be directly affected by the changes. The proposed 
amendments may potentially affect properties owners in any zone that permits 
attached, multi-family or mixed use housing, and all housing in Old Town,  and this 
notice was sent citywide as part of the notice for LU 14-0014 and LU 14-0018. 
Additional public outreach was conducted as described above under compliance 
with Comprehensive Plan Civic Engagement goals and policies. Public hearings will 
be held before the Planning Commission and City Council. Therefore, the process 
followed for these amendments is in compliance with Statewide Planning Goal 1. 
 
Statewide Planning Goal 2, Land Use Planning 
 
This Goal requires jurisdictions to develop a land use planning process and policy 
framework as a basis for all decisions and actions related to the use of the land and 
to assure an adequate factual basis for such decisions and actions. This application 
provides the required information and responses to the applicable approval 
standards for a Community Development Code text amendment and therefore is 
consistent with Statewide Planning Goal 2. Furthermore, the application has been 
coordinated with the applicable jurisdictions and agencies as required by Goal 2.  
Therefore, this amendment is in compliance with Statewide Planning Goal 2. 
 
Statewide Planning Goal 10, Housing 
This goal requires jurisdictions to inventory buildable lands, and provide plans that 
encourage the availability of adequate numbers of needed housing at price ranges 
and rent levels which are commensurate with the financial capabilities of Oregon 
households and allow for flexibility of housing location, type and density. OAR 660-
007-0015 and ORS 197.307 implement this goal by requiring approval processes 
intended to avoid unnecessary costs and delay in permitting needed housing in 
Oregon communities. These amendments are proposed to comply with the Goal 10 
implementing statute and are in compliance with Statewide Planning Goal 10. 
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VI. CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION 
 

The proposed amendments are in compliance with City Comprehensive Plan policies, state 
laws, and statewide planning goals. The amendments respond to public input and 
incorporate changes requested by the Planning Commission during its public work sessions 
on the proposal. 

 
Based on the information presented in this report, staff recommends that the Commission 
recommend adoption of Ordinance 2651 by City Council.  

 
 
EXHIBITS 
 
A. Draft Ordinances 

 
A-1 Draft Ordinance 2651, dated August 1, 2014, with Attachments B 
 

B. Findings, Conclusion and Order  
 
 [No current exhibits] 
 
C. Minutes  
 
 [No current exhibits] 
 
D. Staff Reports 
 
 [No current exhibits] 
 
E. Graphics/Plans 
 
 [No current exhibits; reserved for hearing use] 
 
F. Written Materials 
 

[No current exhibits] 
 

G. Letters 
 
[No current exhibits; reserved for hearing use] 
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BACKGROUND MATERIAL AND REFERENCES 
 
Staff reports and public meeting materials that were prepared for the Clear and Objective Housing 
Standards Amendments, can be found by visiting the project web page for LU 14-0019. 
 
Use the link below to visit the City’s “Project” page. In the “Search” box enter LU 14-0019 then 
press “Submit”: 

http://www.ci.oswego.or.us/projects 
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